











Base de la Cartographie des 
Incidences
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keeping your eyes wide open
• Being attentive 
along the journey  
is as important as 
the destination
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looking at the bigger picture
• Seeing yourself 














focus on direct partners
• Key concept is 
« boundary partners »
• The individuals, 
groups, and 
organizations you 






what is outcome mapping?
• A methodology for 
planning and 
assessing the social 
















...to boundary & strategic partners 
project
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Those individuals, groups, and 
organizations with whom the program
• interacts directly to effect change
• anticipates opportunities for 
influence
• engages in mutual learning
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In which individuals, groups, or organizations is 
your program trying to encourage change so 
that you can better contribute to the vision?
With whom will you work directly?
Are you choosing X boundary partner because 
you want to influence their behaviour and 





boundary partners have boundary partners
program program’s bp bp’s bp
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strategic partners
selected on the basis of their contribution 
to the mission
a person or group with whom the program 
works directly to achieve the mission, 





Other NGOs doing similar work
Media
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project

